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We model and measure the absolute response of an intensity-modulated photoacoustic spectrometer
comprising a 10 cm long resonator and having a Q-factor of approximately 30. We present a detailed
theoretical analysis of the system and predict its response as a function of gas properties, resonance
frequency, and sample energy transfer relaxation rates. We use a low-power continuous wave laser
to probe O2 A-band absorption transitions using atmospheric, humidified air as the sample gas to
calibrate the system. This approach provides a convenient and well-characterized method for
calibrating the absolute response of the system provided that water-vapor-mediated relaxation
effects are properly taken into account. We show that for photoacoustic spectroscopy �PAS� of the
O2 A-band, the maximum conversion efficiency of absorbed photon energy to acoustic energy is
approximately 40% and is limited by finite collision-induced relaxation rates between the two
lowest-lying excited electronic states of O2. PAS also shows great potential for high-resolution line
shape measurements: calculated and experimental values for the PAS system response differ by
about 1%. �doi:10.1063/1.3436660�

I. INTRODUCTION

Photoacoustic spectroscopy �PAS� is recognized as a
versatile and sensitive optical technique for measuring the
absorption coefficient of gases and aerosols.1–5 Compared to
laser measurements based on the Beer–Lambert law of light
absorption and transmission, PAS involves an additional en-
ergy transfer mechanism, which corresponds to the conver-
sion of absorbed optical power to an acoustic wave whose
amplitude is measured with a microphone. Because the
acoustic properties of the system �e.g., resonator and micro-
phone responses� do not depend on the spectral distribution
of the absorbed radiation, PAS spectrometers are optically
broadband devices. PAS also has the benefit of being a zero-
background measurement, in contrast to direct absorption
spectroscopy. However, the conversion of optical-to-acoustic
energy can make the acoustic signal vary nonlinearly with
absorber and buffer-gas concentration.6–8 This and additional
complications of the acoustic field often prevent robust pre-
diction of absolute PAS system response over a wide range
of gas composition, pressure, and temperature. Typically, the
PAS system response is calibrated in terms of a reference
sample of known absorption coefficient. PAS systems are
often calibrated with the same probe laser and at the same
wavelength as those employed for the measurements of in-
terest without a need to disassemble the cell.

The goal of this work is to demonstrate an accurate
method for calculating and measuring the absolute response
of a laser-driven and acoustically resonant photoacoustic

�PA� spectrometer. To this end, we combine first-principles
models of acoustic wave propagation with high-resolution
spectroscopic measurements. Our measurements exploit the
well-known spectroscopic parameters of near-infrared mag-
netic dipole transitions of the O2 A-band.9–11 Our method
conveniently takes advantage of the known composition of
air, and thereby eliminates the uncertainties and difficulties
associated with reference sample preparation. Recently, Tian
et al.12 discussed a similar approach in which the known
optical absorption properties of the O2 A-band were used to
calibrate the response of a PAS system. However, they did
not consider the effects of molecular relaxation. In contrast
to their work, our measurements at audio frequencies show
that the efficiency of energy conversion from excited elec-
tronic states of O2 �caused by absorption of light in the O2

A-band� to translational states �acoustic energy� is less than
unity and depends on the amount of water present. Moreover,
this conversion efficiency is low for dry air, increases as the
water content increases, and reaches a maximum value of
approximately 0.4 for mole fractions of water above 0.01.
Therefore, failure to account for the reduced conversion ef-
ficiency results in a large systematic error.

In the following, we summarize the underlying theory of
acoustic wave generation and propagation with a focus on
resonators driven by the absorption of laser radiation. We
describe a new PA resonator,13 which we propose could be
adopted as a standard system suitable for laboratory and field
measurements of absorption coefficient, and we model its
response as a function of gas properties, resonance fre-
quency, and sample energy transfer relaxation rates. We
present spectrally resolved PAS absorption measurements of
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O2 A-band transitions in room temperature air over a wide
range of humidity levels probed with a single-mode, tunable,
intensity-modulated, continuous-wave laser. Finally, we re-
port the cell constant and its combined uncertainty, and we
discuss the potential of our approach to standardize PAS
measurements.

II. THEORY OF PHOTOACOUSTIC RESONATORS

This section defines our notation and describes the
physical principles involved in PA sound generation and de-
tection within a gas-filled cavity. We applied these general
principles in order to design a PA resonator and to model its
frequency response as described in the next section. We re-
strict our considerations to the interaction between intensity-
modulated, continuous-wave laser light and a gas containing
an absorbing species. Detailed discussions of PA theory that
are outside the scope of this paper may be found in the
literature.14,15 First, we discuss the absorption of optical en-
ergy as a sound source and include the effects of slow relax-
ation from the excited state. Second, we discuss the acoustic
response of the gas in the cavity due to the PA source. The
effect of bulk viscosity, i.e., dispersion and attenuation of
sound propagation due to molecular relaxation, on the fre-
quency response is discussed briefly.

A. Sound generation from light absorption

The theoretical development is based on several assump-
tions about the optical light. �1� We assume spectrally pure
laser light at frequency �. In practice, this assumption re-
quires that the spectral bandwidth is small compared to any
absorption features to be studied. �2� The laser’s output op-
tical power W is amplitude modulated between zero and Wpk

with sinusoidal time dependence at frequency f =� /2�, i.e.,
W�t�= 1

2Wpk�1+cos��t��. The oscillating portion of the
power has amplitude W0= 1

2Wpk, and it alone contributes to
the PA signal. For the theoretical development, we assume
that the explicit time dependence is ei�t, and we keep in mind
that the physical time-dependent quantities are given by the
real part. �3� The laser beam intensity is symmetric about the
z-axis with a profile g�r� normalized such that �0

�g�r�2�rdr
=1. For simplicity, we assume that the profile is Gaussian. In
practice, the PA signal is insensitive to small, off-axis dis-
placements of the beam. �4� The intensity is attenuated by
absorption only along its path through the cell according to
the Beer–Lambert law. Thus I�z�= I�0�e−����z, where ���� is
the absorption coefficient at optical frequency � for the ab-
sorbing species, and z is the distance from the window where
the beam enters the cell. Scattering is neglected.

During a modulation cycle, the heat generated from an
absorption event diffuses a characteristic distance equal to
the thermal penetration length �T=�2DT /�, where DT is the
gas’ thermal diffusivity. For ambient air and a modulation
frequency of 1.6 kHz, �T�65 �m. By comparison, the av-
erage distance between absorption events during the cycle
da= �fh�AL / �W0���1/3, which is about 2.4 �m for the mea-
surements presented here, is much smaller than the penetra-
tion length. Therefore, we assume a continuum model for the
heat generated in the gas.

With these assumptions, the amount of energy per unit
volume absorbed by the gas at the point r, during a time
interval �t, is

�E�r,t,�� � ����W0ei�tg�r�e−�z�t . �1�

The absorbed energy excites vibrational, rotational, or elec-
tronic states of the gas molecules. These excited states relax
by radiative and nonradiative processes. Typically, radiative
relaxation processes are not detected by PA techniques since
the radiated photons will probably not be absorbed by the
gas. Nonradiative relaxation by molecular collisions transfers
energy from the excited state to vibrational, rotational, and
translational degrees of freedom, thereby bringing the system
back to equilibrium at increased temperature. The expansion
of the gas, caused by the temperature rise, generates a pres-
sure wave in the surrounding gas. If all the absorbed optical
energy is converted rapidly to kinetic energy, then the local
pressure p increases at the rate

�p

�t
�
	 − 1


PT
�W0g�r�ei�t−�z, �2�

where 
P=−�1 /����� /�T�P is the volume expansivity and 	
is the specific heat ratio.

In general, nonradiative relaxation may occur through
many channels �especially in mixtures�, each channel being a
multistep cascade of events. In most cases, the time � for the
excited states to relax to the translational degrees of freedom
is very short compared to the acoustic cycle. However, in
some cases there is a bottleneck in the cascade that dramati-
cally increases the relaxation time. When the relaxation time
is larger than the acoustic period, the efficiency of acoustic
wave generation is significantly reduced. We define a relax-
ation response function R����, which is a function of the
quantity ��, that accounts for the reduced energy conversion
when ��1 and approaches unity for ���1. The rate of
change of the pressure due to light absorption in the presence
of relaxation is therefore

� p̃

�t
�
	 − 1


PT
�W0R����g�r�ei�t−�z �

	 − 1


PT
H�r,�,t� . �3�

The acoustic pressure p̃ is a small pressure change about the
average pressure p, and H�r ,� , t��H��r�ei�t is the instan-
taneous rate that heat is deposited per unit volume in the gas.
The propagation of the sound wave that results from the light
absorption is described by the inhomogeneous wave equation

�2p̃ −
1

cs
2

�2p̃

�t2 = −
	 − 1


PTcs
2

�H�r,�,t�
�t

, �4�

where cs is the speed of sound. �See Sec. 7.1 in Morse and

Ingard.16�

B. Molecular relaxation

A simplified model for the effect of molecular relaxation
on PA sound generation assumes a two-state system charac-
terized by a single relaxation time.14 The molecule is in its
lower energy state when the molecule is in thermal equilib-
rium with its surroundings. The molecule is in a higher �ex-
cited� state after absorption of a photon. We denote the num-
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ber density of molecules in the equilibrium state as n and the
number density of molecules in the excited state as n�, such
that the total number density n̂ is fixed. The rate at which
molecules are being excited per unit volume is n����, where
�� is the incident flux of photons �number per unit area per
unit time� with optical frequency � and �� is the absorption
cross section. The rate of change of the density of excited
molecules is

dn�

dt
= �n − n������ − n��Arad + �col� , �5�

where n+n�= n̂, Arad is the spontaneous �radiative� decay
rate per excited particle �Einstein “A” coefficient�, and �col is
the collisional �nonradiative� decay rate per excited particle.
The term n����� accounts for stimulated emission. The pho-
ton flux is modulated at the acoustic frequency between zero

and the maximum, i.e., ��=�̄��1+ei�t�. The exact solution
of Eq. �5� for n� contains a transient term n0

��t� and a steady-
state oscillation n�

� �t�. The transient term decays with a char-

acteristic time �, where �−1=2���̄�+Arad+�col is the sum of

the excitation �pumping� rate �e
−1=2���̄� and the relaxation

rate �r
−1=Arad+�col.

When the excitation rate is low, ����̄��1, the ground
state does not deplete appreciably, i.e., n−n�� n̂, and Eq. �5�
can be linearized. The steady-state oscillation in this limit is

n�
� =

n̂����̄�
1 + i��

ei�t + O������̄��2� , �6�

and �−1��r
−1. Only collision-induced relaxation contributes

to the rate with which heat is deposited per unit volume,
�coln�

� h�. We assume that any photons emitted spontaneously
leave the system without being reabsorbed. Therefore the
heat-generating function H��r� is

H��r� =
�col�

1 + i��
n̂���̄�h� =

�col�

1 + i��
�W0g�r�e−�z. �7�

By comparison with Eq. �3�, the relaxation response function
is R����=�col� / �1+ i���. Two factors contribute to the ef-
fect of relaxation on the PA signal. First, the quantity �col�
= �1+Arad /�col�−1 is nearly unity when Arad��col, and it gets
smaller as the ratio Arad /�col increases. Second, the denomi-
nator of Eq. �7� is nearly unity when the relaxation time is
short compared to the acoustic period ����1�. As �� in-
creases, the amount of heat deposited decreases and is phase
shifted with respect to the light modulation.

The relaxation model for a three-level system is a
straightforward extension of the two-level model derived
above. In this case, the molecule has two excited states with
energies h�2�h�1 above the ground state. The molecule is
laser pumped to the higher state from which the molecule
can relax back to the ground state by giving up the full
energy h�2, or it can relax to the intermediate state first, by
giving up energy h�21=h�2−h�1, and then relaxing to the
ground state by giving up energy h�1. These transitions occur
at different rates by radiation and by collisions. Three char-
acteristic times emerge from this model: �20, the time for
relaxation from state 2 directly to the ground state 0; �21, the
time for relaxation from state 2 to the intermediate state 1;

and �10, the time for relaxation from state 1 to state 0. A full
analysis of the relaxation of such a three-level system is be-
yond the scope of this article. Instead, we focus here on a
special case where �20 and �10 are very long compared to an
acoustic cycle, but �21 is comparable to an acoustic cycle. In
this case, only a fraction of the absorbed energy ���21 /�2 is
released as heat during an acoustic cycle and may contribute
to the PA response. In this limit, the relaxation response
function is

R���� =
�21�21�

1 + i��21
. �8�

We see that this limit is analogous to a two-level system
except that only a fraction � of the laser energy is available
to generate a PA signal even when the 2→1 transition occurs
efficiently ���21�1�. The importance of this result for the
PA study of oxygen is discussed in the next section.

Molecular relaxation also contributes to the bulk viscos-
ity �or second viscosity�, which affects the propagation of
sound regardless of the method by which the sound is
generated.16,17 Bulk viscosity is due to the temperature-
dependent distribution of molecular states in thermal equilib-
rium. As a sound wave propagates through the medium, the
local temperature oscillates due to the nearly adiabatic pres-
sure oscillation, and the distribution of states adjusts to the
temperature change. The adjustment of the distribution in-
volves energy transfer between the kinetic and internal de-
grees of freedom that occurs on a time scale �b �different
from the � discussed above�. The resultant dispersion in the
speed of sound and increased acoustic energy dissipation is
most prominent when ��b�1. In ambient air with 30% rela-
tive humidity, �b is about 9 �s, but even at 1.6 kHz ���b

�0.1�, approximately 97% of the attenuation of freely
propagating sound is due to molecular relaxation.18 In an
acoustic resonator, however, the attenuation is usually domi-
nated by surface dissipation.17,19 Bulk viscosity contributes
at most 0.2% of the dissipation and changes the speed of
sound by about 1�10−6 of the thermodynamic value in our
PA resonator. We neglect the bulk viscosity for the remainder
of this article and include this discussion for completeness
only.

C. Driven response function

The steady-state response of the acoustic pressure due to
light absorption in a closed cavity is governed by the wave
equation, Eq. �4�, plus the appropriate boundary
condition.16,17 Since the source is sinusoidal with time, the
acoustic pressure has the form p̃�r , t�= p̃��r�ei�t, where p̃��r�
is a solution to the inhomogeneous Helmholtz equation

�2p̃��r� + ��/cs�2p̃��r� = −
	 − 1

cs
2
PT

i�H��r� . �9�

The boundary condition at rw on the cavity wall specifies the
normal component of �p̃� in terms of the specific acoustic
admittance at the wall yw�� ,rw�, i.e.,
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n̂ · �p̃� = −
i�

cs
yw��,rw�p̃�, �10�

where n̂ is the outward-pointing unit vector normal to the
boundary. The complex-valued admittance yw�� ,rw� in-
cludes the effect of the thermoacoustic boundary layer,
which is responsible for the dominant energy loss in our
acoustic resonator. When the thermal conductivity and vis-
cosity of the gas are neglected, then yw will be zero, since the
wall is assumed to be perfectly rigid. We calculate the solu-
tion to Eq. �9� using a standard Green’s function G��r 	r��
expanded as a sum over the normal modes �N�r�. The func-
tion �N�r� is defined as the potential for the particle velocity
uN=��N, and it is proportional to the acoustic pressure
p̃N=−i���N. The subscript N is an identifier that uniquely
specifies a particular mode. Each normal mode is a solution
to the homogeneous Helmholtz equation

�2�N�r� + KN
2�N�r� = 0, �11�

with eigenvalue KN and is subject to the same boundary
condition as p̃�, i.e., n̂ ·��N=−�i� /cs�yw�� ,rw��N. KN is
complex valued because yw has an imaginary part due to the
boundary layer. The steady-state response at any point r
within the cavity volume V is

p̃��r� = 

N

	 − 1


PT

i��N�r�
V�N�cs

2KN
2 − �2��V

H��r���N�r��d3r�,

�12�

where V�N=�V�N
2 d3r. The pressure in Eq. �12� is a sum of

the response functions of all the modes. Typically, the largest
terms are those for which the drive frequency is close to one
of the eigenvalues csKN. The zeros of the denominator define
a set of complex frequencies FN=csKN / �2��, where fN
=Re�FN� is the resonance frequency of mode N and gN
=Im�FN� is the resonance half width. The half width is de-
fined such that when the frequency is fN�gN, the acoustic
energy drops to half of the peak value �the acoustic pressure
drops to 1 /�2 of its peak value�. The resonance quality fac-
tor QN is fN / �2gN�.

Our PA resonator, described in the next section, has a
low-order mode that couples most efficiently to the modu-
lated laser beam and yet is isolated from other acoustic
modes. We identify this special mode, the PAS mode, with
the notation S1. The response measured with the microphone
�at r=rm� when f is near fS1 is

p̄��rm� =
	 − 1


PT

i���S1�rm�m

V�S1�cs
2KS1

2 − �2��V

H��r���S1�r��d3r�

+ 

N�S1

AN�����N�rm�m, �13�

where we pulled out the PAS-mode term from the summa-
tion, and �¯ m refers to an average over the microphone’s
sensitive area so that p̄��rm�= �1 /Amic��Amic

p̃��r�dA. The re-
maining terms in the summation are small and contribute to
the background response. Substituting H��r� from Eq. �7�,
the frequency response of the PAS mode only is

p̄��rm� =
	 − 1


PT

ifR�W0

FS1
2 − f2

��S1�rm�m

2�V�S1

��
V

g�r��e−�z��S1�r��d3r�. �14�

When the laser modulation frequency f equals fS1, Eq. �14�
becomes

p̄S1�rm� �
	 − 1


PT

QS1GS1L

2�fS1V
RS1�W0, �15�

where L and V are the resonator’s total length and volume,
respectively. Here we approximate 1+ i / �4QS1��1 in the de-
nominator, we define RS1=R�fS1�, and we define the dimen-
sionless overlap integral GS1 as

GS1 = ��S1�rm�m

1

L
�

V

g�r��e−�z��S1�r��d3r�

1

V
�

V

��S1�r���2d3r�

. �16�

Finally, we define the cell constant CS1 as

CS1 =
p̄S1�rm�
RS1�W0

�
	 − 1


PT

QS1GS1L

2�fS1V
, �17�

which depends on the properties of the gas medium through
the heat capacity ratio 	, the isobaric thermal expansivity 
P,
the speed of sound �through fS1�, and the transport properties
�through QS1�. The cell constant does not depend strongly on
the laser wavelength. The cell constant CS2 for the S2 mode
�discussed in Sec. III� is similarly defined. Note that the
acoustic pressure in Eqs. �9�–�17� is the zero-to-peak ampli-
tude if W0 is the zero-to-peak amplitude of the bipolar power
�half of the peak-to-peak power�. If the root-mean-squared
�rms� pressure amplitude is used in Eq. �17�, e.g., as mea-
sured with a lock-in amplifier, then the laser power must also
be the rms value.

The first equality in Eq. �17� shows that one can measure
CS1 using a calibrated microphone and a calibrated optical
power meter, provided that � and RS1 are known.1,5 The
second equality in Eq. �17� shows that one can determine CS1

from measurements of the resonance frequency and quality
factor, without the need for a calibrated microphone or a
calibrated power meter, provided that 	 and 
P are known
and that one can calculate the geometric factor GS1L /V with
sufficient accuracy. Only by comparing CS1 from both meth-
ods can we get a true estimate of the uncertainty. If RS1 is
unknown a priori, which is usually the case, then a check on
the cell constant is imperative.

III. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Our resonator design had some similarities with resona-
tors used in other laboratories.20 The resonator design, shown
schematically in Fig. 1, consisted of a central duct, 100 mm
long and 6 mm in diameter, positioned between two cham-
bers that were 50 mm long and 30 mm in diameter. An op-
tical window �with antireflection coating on both flat sur-
faces� was mounted axially in the wall of each chamber. The
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resonator was made from brass with leak-tight, indium-wire
seals. We used an electret microphone �Knowles,
MD6052USZ-1� �Ref. 21� as a sound detector located mid-
way between the ends of the duct. Two small tubes �1.6 mm
inner diameter� were used to flow gas into and out of the
resonator. One tube was attached in each chamber close to
the junction with the central duct. These junctions are near
acoustic pressure nodes, and at these locations the effect of
the tube’s admittance on the resonator’s frequency response
is minimal. Furthermore, under steady flow conditions, the
incoming gas mixes thoroughly with the gas in the chamber
because the flow velocity of the entering gas is 14 times
higher than the velocity in the main duct.

We chose the design in Fig. 1 based on the following
considerations: �1� the mode used for PAS �the PAS mode� is
nondegenerate and isolated from other modes, �2� the PAS
mode couples efficiently to the modulated laser intensity, �3�
the microphone signal is insensitive to synchronous optical
absorption by the windows, �4� the resonator response is in-
sensitive to the acoustic impedance of the gas-flow plumb-
ing, and �5� the microphone has low noise and a smooth
frequency response.

The central duct �length Ld� behaves nearly as a half-
wave resonator with open ends. Below the cutoff frequency
for transverse modes, only nondegenerate plane-wave modes
exist. The longitudinal normal modes of an open-ended, half-
wave resonator occur when an integer number � of acoustic
half-wavelengths fit between the pressure nodes at the open
ends, i.e., �� /2=Ld. The longitudinal modes for which � is
odd have a pressure antinode at the duct’s midpoint, and they
are symmetric about the plane that bisects the duct’s length.
The longitudinal modes for which � is even have a pressure
node at the duct’s midpoint, and they are antisymmetric
about the midplane. The antisymmetric modes do not couple
efficiently to an axial laser excitation because the overlap
integral in Eq. �16� contains equal positive and negative
phases of the wave function that cancel out, and the integral
vanishes. On the other hand, the overlap integral for the sym-
metric modes �odd �� does not vanish, but it decreases as
1 /�. The lowest-order symmetric mode ��=1�, which we
designate as S1, has the largest overlap integral and, there-
fore, the most efficient coupling to the laser excitation. The
S1 mode was used for the PAS measurements. The second
symmetric mode S2, with �=3, has less efficient coupling
than S1 by a factor of 3. The S2 mode was used to study the
frequency-dependent molecular relaxation effects discussed
in Sec. II. We refer to the S1 and S2 modes as the PAS
modes.

The resonance frequencies are perturbed from that of an
open-ended, half-wave resonator by an amount proportional
to Ad /Ac�0.04, where Ad is the cross-sectional area of the
duct and Ac is the cross-sectional area of the chamber. Due to
their low acoustic impedances, the chambers at either end of
the central duct act as buffers that reduce the background
signal from absorption by the windows, and they reduce the
perturbation from the inlet and outlet ports. We estimate that
the ports change the measured acoustic pressure of the S1
mode by less than 55�10−6p̄S1 and change its resonance
frequency by less than 1�10−6fS1.

We calibrated the electret microphone sensitivity under
ambient conditions against a Brüel and Kjær �B & K�, type
4138, 1/8 in. condenser microphone.21 We checked the cali-
bration of the condenser microphone against a B & K, type
4228 pistonphone. Both the electret and the condenser mi-
crophones were mounted in a small acoustic coupler with a
B & K, type 4136, 1/4 in. microphone cartridge used as a
frequency-doubling sound source.22 We measured the sensi-
tivity of the electret microphone under similar conditions of
temperature, pressure, and relative humidity �RH�40%� for
which the O2 A-band measurements were obtained. The cali-
bration is shown in Fig. 2. We also measured the dependence
of the microphone sensitivity on RH. Under the conditions of
the CO2 measurements �RH=28%�, reported below, the
microphone sensitivity was 1.3% below the calibration in
Fig. 2.

We measured the acoustic response of the PA cell with
one window replaced by a sound source. The sound source
consisted of a piezoceramic disk �lead zirconate titanate
�PZT�� attached to a diaphragm that was mounted in the
endplate flange. A radial strain developed within the PZT
disk in response to an applied voltage from a function gen-
erator �Stanford Research, DS345� and caused the diaphragm
to bend. A dual-phase lock-in amplifier �Stanford Research
Systems, model SR830� measured the synchronous output
signal from the microphone. At each frequency, we recorded
the in-phase component u and the quadrature component v of
the microphone signal referenced to the function generator.
Figure 3 shows the absolute magnitude of the measured
acoustic spectrum up to 5 kHz when the cell was filled with
ambient air. The S1 and S2 modes are obviously well iso-

FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic of the PA resonator used in this work with
nominal dimensions Ld=100 mm, 2rd=6 mm, Lc=50 mm, and 2rc

=30 mm.

FIG. 2. Measured sensitivity of Knowles �MD6052USZ-1� electret micro-
phone under ambient conditions �RH�40%�. Calibration was performed
against a calibrated Brüel and Kjær, type 4138, 1/8 in. condenser micro-
phone in an acoustic coupler with a Brüel and Kjær, type 4136, 1/4 in.
condenser microphone cartridge as a frequency-doubling source.
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lated from other modes. The measured PA spectrum is also
shown in Fig. 3. The insensitivity of the PA signal to the
antisymmetric mode around 3600 Hz compared to the signal
from the PZT source is striking.

The data in the vicinity of each mode �f r−2g� f� f r

+2g� were fit with the resonance response function22 based
on Eq. �14�,

u + iv =
ifA

�f r + ig�2 − f2 + B + C�f − f̄� . �18�

The resonance frequency f r, the half width g, the complex
amplitude A, and the complex background parameters B and
C were adjusted parameters. The background terms are
present to account for the tails of other modes, frequency
dependence of the transducers, cross talk, etc. The linear
background term was included only if it was justified by an F

test at the 95% level. The parameter f̄ was not adjusted but
was defined as the midpoint between the lowest and highest
frequency in the data set. Figure 4 shows an example of the
measured response of the S1 mode in air at 100 kPa and the
deviations from the eight-parameter fit. The resonance fre-
quencies and half widths in air and in nitrogen were mea-
sured with this technique as a function of pressure between
17 and 100 kPa. The quantity 	Vmax	 /�V is the signal-to-noise
ratio, where 	Vmax	 is the absolute magnitude of the signal at
resonance and �V is the rms deviation from the fit, ranged
from 160 at 17 kPa to 2000 at 100 kPa. A summary of the
gas properties23 is given in Table I.

The acoustic model for our PA resonator, shown sche-
matically in Fig. 5, is a lumped-element acoustic circuit.24–26

The model contains elements for the main duct, the cham-
bers, the junction between the chambers and the duct �end
effects�, and the microphone. The elements include the ef-
fects of dissipation from thermal and viscous boundary lay-
ers adjacent to the wall. We model the chambers and the
main duct as lossy transmission lines, represented by T net-
works in the circuit diagram. The elements of the T network
account for the viscous and thermal dissipation at the wall of
a circular duct in terms of a complex propagation constant �x

and a characteristic impedance Z0x, where x is either “c” or
“d” for the chamber or duct, respectively. In each chamber,
the thermal boundary layers on the endplate and on the op-
posite wall at the junction with the main duct are modeled as
acoustic admittances YP=1 /ZP and YP�=1 /ZP�, respectively.17

Additional inertial and dissipative effects due to the diver-

TABLE I. Gas properties at 300 K and 0.101 325 MPa pressure from Ref. 23.

Gas
M

�kg mol−1�
�

�kg m−3� 	 
PT
cs

�m s−1�
Dt

�m2 s−1� Pr

N2 28.013 1.1381 1.4012 1.0025 353.16 2.1910�10−5 0.7174
O2 31.999 1.3007 1.3965 1.0032 329.72 2.2136�10−5 0.7173
Dry aira 28.966 1.1770 1.4017 1.0027 347.32 2.1936�10−5 0.7196
Wet airb 28.856 1.1726 1.4009 1.0028 347.86 2.1900�10−5 0.7235

aThe molar compositions of dry air are defined as N2 �0.780 84�, O2 �0.209 46�, Ar �0.009 34�, and CO2

�383 ppm�.
bWet air is defined as dry air with 1% H2O. The molar compositions of wet air are assumed to be N2 �0.773 03�,
O2 �0.207 36�, Ar �0.009 246�, CO2 �379 ppm�, H2O �0.01�. Dv and Dt were estimated assuming that the
viscosity and thermal conductivity are the same as dry air.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Top panel: measured response of PA cell to excitation
by a PZT source. Bottom panel: measured response to laser excitation,
showing the S1 and S2 PAS modes near 1.6 and 4.8 kHz, respectively. The
laser excitation does not efficiently couple to the modes between 3 and 4
kHz.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Measured acoustic resonance �S1 PAS mode� and fit
to complex resonance function corresponding to laboratory air at T
=300 K and p=98.5 kPa. The PA cell excitation was by the PZT source.
Fitted values include f0=1638.22 Hz and g=29.2 Hz. Upper panel: u and v
measurements �symbols� and fits �lines�. Bottom panel: fit residuals for u
and v components.
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gent flow at the ends of the duct are included in the imped-
ance Ze, which is responsible for the familiar effective length
correction.27 The impedance of the microphone Zm is repre-
sented by an inertance �due to the orifice opening�, a com-
pliance �due to the effective volume�, and a resistance �due
to internal energy losses�. This model was used to estimate
the resonance frequencies and half widths. Comparisons of
the measured and estimated resonance frequencies and qual-
ity factors for air and dry nitrogen are shown in Fig. 6.

We approximate the integrals in Eq. �16� using the ve-
locity potential in the limit of no boundary layer. We estimate
using perturbation theory that the coefficient of the leading
fractional correction in Eq. �16� due to the boundary layer is
of order 1�10−5 for our resonator.16 The velocity potential
for the PAS modes in this limit has the form ��z�
=B cos�kz+�� in each of the resonator’s four sections �two
chambers and two half ducts�,

�c�z� = Bc cos�k�	z	 − 1
2Ld − Lc�� ,

�19a�
1
2Ld� 	z	� 1

2Ld + Lc,

�d�z� = Bd cos�k	z	 + ��, 0� 	z	� 1
2Ld. �19b�

The boundary conditions on ��z� are

d�c

dz
= 0 at z = �

1

2
Ld� Lc, �20a�

− i���c

Acd�c/dz
−

− i���d

Add�d/dz
= � Ze at z = �

1

2
Ld, �20b�

d�d

dz
=
���d

2iAdZm
at z = 0, �20c�

where Ze= i���I /Ad �neglecting dissipation� and �I is the
inertial length correction.25–27 The velocity potential defined
by Eq. �19� is consistent with the boundary conditions if the
parameters k, �, Bc, and Bd satisfy the relationships

tan��� =
�c

2iAdZm
, �21a�

Ad

Ac
cot�kLc� + cot�1

2
kLd + �� = k�I , �21b�

Bc

Bd
= −

Ad sin� 1
2kLd + ��

Ac sin�kLc�
. �21c�

We evaluated the integrals in Eq. �16� analytically to obtain

L

V
GS1 � �4.161� 0.009�� 104 m−2. �22�

The uncertainty given in Eq. �22� is dominated by the uncer-
tainty of microphone impedance ��0.2%� and the uncer-
tainty of the inertial length correction ��0.1%�.

IV. SPECTROSCOPY OF THE O2 A-BAND

The O2 A-band, centered at wave number �̃
=13 122 cm−1, contains transitions within the b 1�g

+

←X 3�g
−�0←0� band of molecular oxygen.10,11 This band

plays an important role in near-infrared absorption in the
earth’s atmosphere, and it is widely used for ground-based
and satellite-based28–30 measurements of atmospheric gases.
Here we consider the relatively weak and spectrally isolated
16O2 magnetic-dipole A-band transitions. These have line in-
tensities of the order 10−23 cm molecule−1 and are �107

times weaker than typical near-infrared electric dipole tran-
sitions. Given the importance of the O2 A-band to atmo-
spheric science and remote sensing, its line parameters �po-
sitions, intensities, and line shape coefficients� have been
extensively measured. Updated O2 A-band line parameters
are archived in the 2008 version of the HITRAN �high-
resolution transmission� molecular spectroscopic database.9

Importantly, these line intensities have relative uncertainties
�0.5%,10 making them attractive as reference values for the
present study. Table II summarizes the O2 A-band lines that
we probed. The A-band transitions are described by
�N�J�N��, where N is the rotational angular momentum, J is
the total angular momentum, and the double prime indicates
the lower state. We use the standard spectroscopic notation P
and Q to indicate �N or �J=−1 and 0, respectively.

FIG. 5. Lumped-element acoustic circuit for the resonator shown in Fig. 1.
The chambers and the duct are acoustic transmission lines modeled by T
networks. The duct is split in half by the microphone impedance Zm. The
nonideal flow and added dissipation due to the finite-length duct are in-
cluded in the impedance Ze at each end of the duct. The effective compli-
ance of the thermal boundary layer at the endplates of the chambers is
included in the impedances ZP and ZP�.

FIG. 6. �Color online� Measured and modeled resonance frequencies �top�
and quality factors Q �bottom� of the S1 mode when the resonator was filled
with nitrogen or air at 300 K as a function of pressure.
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V. DESCRIPTION OF EXPERIMENT, ANALYSIS
METHOD, AND BACKGROUND

A. Experimental method

The principal elements of the PA spectrometer system
are depicted in Fig. 7 and consist of a light source, intensity
modulator, wavelength meter, PA cell, power meter, two-
channel phase-sensitive �lock-in� amplifier, and data acquisi-
tion system �not shown�. The light source was an external-
cavity diode laser �ECDL� which emits up to 10 mW in the
wavelength range of 759–770 nm and which provides a
single-mode laser beam ��1 MHz short-term linewidth�
with mode-hop-free tuning over the entire wavelength range.
Fine tuning of the ECDL was actuated by an external com-
puter using a piezoelectric-actuated mirror �full range of
60 GHz�. We measured the laser wave number with
a Michelson-interferometer wavelength meter �u���
=60 MHz�. To couple the absorbed laser power into acoustic
resonances, we intensity modulated the laser beam using an
acousto-optic modulator �AOM� and directed the first-order
diffracted beam ��2.5 mW peak to peak� to the PA cell. The
AOM driver operated at a carrier frequency of 80 MHz and
was amplitude modulated at frequency fmod using a function
generator. Fourier analysis of the modulated laser intensity
revealed that the AOM provided a near-perfect ��0.3% de-
viation� sinusoidal waveform at fmod with constant efficiency
over the frequency range of interest. Unlike PA current-
modulation schemes that use distributed feedback lasers, our
AOM introduces no residual wavelength modulation of the
source laser.31 The lock-in amplifier, which was referenced to
fmod, provided both in-phase and out-of-phase signals with
time constant set to 10 ms.

A NIST-traceable calibrated power meter measured the
beam power exiting the PA cell. Spectra were recorded by
step scanning the laser and then sampling the wavelength
meter, lock-in amplifier outputs, and power meter. To com-
pensate for the finite frequency response of the power meter
�low-pass cutoff�50 Hz�, the peak-to-peak beam power at
the beginning of each scan was measured with fmod set at
10 Hz. This beam power measurement provided an absolute
scaling factor for subsequent power measurements taken at
higher modulation frequencies. The lock-in amplifier and
power meter analog outputs were recorded using a multi-
channel 18-bit digitizer at 105 samples s−1. Typically, each
measurement corresponded to an average of 104 samples,
enabling an ensemble of k values to be obtained every 0.1 s.
At each wave number step of the laser, k values of the ob-
served quantities were averaged. We found the optimal aver-
aging time ��100 s� by evaluating the Allan variance32 of
the PA signal. Based on the minimum Allan variance and the
system constant discussed below, we estimate a detection
limit �i.e., product of peak-to-peak beam power and mini-
mum absorption coefficient� of �4�10−10 W cm−1 for the
present system.

We measured the sample pressure using a capacitance
diaphragm gauge, and we used a thermistor mounted in the
PA cell wall for monitoring sample temperature. A multim-
eter in four-wire mode measured the thermistor resistance.
The respective standard uncertainties for pressure and tem-
perature are �100 Pa and �0.1 K. No effort was made to
actively regulate the cell temperature �nominally 300 K�,
which exhibited diurnal variations typically less than 0.3 K.
In the case of atmospheric air samples, we measured the RH
to calculate the O2 molar fraction assuming a dry gas O2

molar fraction equal to 20.947%.
We also investigated streams of humidified, synthetic air

�volumetric flow rate �0.3 l min−1� to quantify the effect of
water on PA relaxation from the excited electronic state of
O2. The dry O2 from a cylinder was humidified using a dy-
namic dilution method whereby a dry gas stream was mixed
with a second stream that had passed through an isothermal
bath of liquid water. We measured the humidity content at
the output of the PAS chamber with a chilled-mirror hygrom-
eter having a temperature resolution of 0.1 K. This configu-
ration yielded atmospheric-pressure sample air streams with
RH in the range of 2%–90%.

TABLE II. Line parameters for the 16O2 transitions probed in this study: zero-pressure wave number �̃0, lower
state energy E�, FWHM Doppler width ��D �Tr=296 K�, reference line intensity SHT �Tr=296 K�, line broad-
ening, and narrowing coefficients 	air, 	self, and 	nar. The parameter n	 is the dimensionless temperature expo-
nent. Broadening coefficients and narrowing coefficients are taken from Havey et al. �Ref. 10� and Robichaud
et al. �Ref. 11�, respectively. All other data are from HITRAN 2008 �Ref. 9�.

Transition
�̃0

�cm−1�
E� /hc
�cm−1�

SHT

�cm molecule−1�
��D

�GHz�
	air

�MHz Pa−1�
	nar

�MHz Pa−1�
n	

�10−3�

PP�9� 13 091.7104 130.4375 8.298�10−24 0.854 95 0.0146 0.0030 0.74
PQ�9� 13 093.6558 128.4921 7.276�10−24 0.855 08 0.0146 0.0030 0.74
PP�11� 13 084.2035 190.7748 7.435�10−24 0.854 46 0.0141 0.0038 0.72
PQ�11� 13 086.1252 188.8531 6.683�10−24 0.854 59 0.0141 0.0024 0.73

FIG. 7. �Color online� Principal components of the experimental system.
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B. Spectrum analysis and data reduction

For an isolated O2 line of intensity S centered at fre-
quency �0, the absorption coefficient can be written as

���� = ncS�T�f�� − �0� , �23�

where c is the speed of light and � is the optical frequency of
the probe laser. The O2 number density n=xO2

p / �kbT�, where
kb is the Boltzmann constant and xO2

is the molar fraction of
O2. The line shape function f��−�0� is normalized such that
�−�
� f��−�0�d��−�0�=1. We determined the PA cell constant

by least-squares fits of the following model to the measured
spectra:

��u��� − u0�2 + �v��� − v0�2�1/2

WL���
= KN�nS�T�f�� − �0� + �b� ,

�24�

where KN=CN
mRN /�8 is the system constant, 
m is the
microphone sensitivity, and RN is the relaxation response
function from Eq. �8� that accounts for energy relaxation
effects of O2 in air �discussed below�. All quantities on the
left hand side of Eq. �24� were measured values that de-
pended on laser frequency. Here, WL��� is the peak-to-peak
beam power at the center of the PAS cell, u��� and v��� are
the in-phase and out-of-phase lock-in amplifier rms output
voltages, respectively, and u0 and v0 represent the nonzero
offsets of these channels measured when WL=0. The factor
�8 in the definition of KN converts peak-to-peak power to
rms power. To obtain WL���, we corrected the calibrated
power meter reading WL,m��� using WL,m /WL

=T−1e−�1����1e−�2����2, where T=0.9866 is the window trans-
mittance measured at the laser wavelength, �i��� is the ab-
sorption coefficient in the cell �i=1� or in the ambient air
�i=2�, and �i is the corresponding path length. With all line-
shape parameters constrained �as described below�, there re-
mained three fitted parameters: KN, �0, and �b. The last pa-
rameter was a linear baseline that accounted for absorption
by the wings of distant lines.

We used a Galatry profile33,34 for f��−�0�, which is com-
pletely specified by three parameters, ��D, ��L, and ��nar,
that correspond to the Doppler width, Lorentzian width, and
narrowing frequency, respectively. We calculated the Dop-
pler full width at half maximum �FWHM� in terms of T, �0,
and O2 molecular mass. The Lorentzian widths ��L were
evaluated based on published pressure-broadening coeffi-
cients and temperature corrected as specified in HITRAN,9

and ��nar was taken from Ref. 10 for self-broadened and
air-broadened O2. The line intensities S�T� were also tem-
perature corrected with respect to S�T=296 K� using the
lower state energy for each transition and total-internal par-
tition function for 16O2. All line parameters used in this study
are given in Table II.

C. Electronic-to-vibrational relaxation
of the O2 A-band

The sensitivity of PA signal strength to gas mixture com-
position is well established, and in particular trace quantities
of water vapor effectively have been shown to promote vari-
ous modes of energy transfer between the absorbing gas and

quenching partners.6 This issue is especially important in the
present study since the O2 A-band corresponds to optical
excitation of a relatively long-lived electronic state. Thus
electronic-to-vibrational �E-V� and vibrational-to-vibrational
�V-V� energy transfer pathways must be considered in the
present experiment. To this end, we model the energy trans-
fer dynamics and present measurements of PA signal effi-
ciency as a function of water vapor concentration for O2

A-band spectra.
There are three low lying electronic states of the 16O2

molecule: the ground state 3�g
−, the first excited state 1�g,

and the second excited state 1�g
+ denoted by X, a, and b,

respectively.35 As shown in Fig. 8, the minima of the two
excited electronic states are located at wave numbers �rela-
tive to the ground state� �̃aX=7888 cm−1 and �̃bX

=13122 cm−1, where the latter quantity is nominally equal to
the wave number of the optical transitions probed here. The
b�v=0� and a�v=0� states are separated by a wave number
�energy� difference of �̃ba=5234 cm−1. Note that this quan-
tity is �0.4�̃bX, where hc�̃bX is nearly equal to the energy per
photon of absorbed laser power. Radiative transitions be-
tween all of these states are highly forbidden because of
quantum-mechanical selection rules and have spontaneous
emission rates �Einstein “A” coefficients� given by AbX

=11.3 s−1,36 Aba=1.20�10−3 s−1,37 and AaX=2.31
�10−4 s−1.38

We refer again to Fig. 8 for a schematic representation of
energy transfer between the excited state O2 and ground state
H2O. We assume that probabilities of collisional relaxation
from b←X and a←X are negligible because the transitions
are strongly spin forbidden and because energy gaps are
large compared to b←a transitions.39 Indeed, measured rate
constants for collisional relaxation of O2�b 1�g

+� are typically
one to six orders of magnitude larger than those of O2�a 1�g�
for a large number of collision partners.40,41 For O2�b 1�g

+�,
quenching can be relatively fast with rates that vary by or-
ders of magnitude for various collision partners including
O2�X 3�g

−�, N2, CO2, and H2O. For the components of air,
the ratios ��ba,i+�bX,i� /�aX,i are 24 for O2, 2�105 for N2,

FIG. 8. �Color online� Schematic energy level diagram showing the three
lowest electronic states of O2 �left side� and ground electronic state of H2O
�right side�. Energy transfer between the laser-excited O2 �b-state� and H2O
�v=0� occurs upon collision. This causes O2 relaxation to a distribution of
rotation-vibration energies within its a-state and H2O excitation to a range
of rotation-vibration energies within its ground electronic state. The minima
of the excited electronic states are at wave numbers �̃aX=7888 cm−1 and
�̃bX=13 122 cm−1.
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2�107 for CO2, and 1.2�106 for H2O, where i indicates the
rate associated with the ith collision partner. Of these, the
most efficient quenching agent is water vapor. The reaction
O2�b 1�g

+�+H2O→O2+H2O has a rate constant of 5.9
�10−12 cm3 molecule−1 s−1.42 For dry and wet air, the ratios
of the combined rates ��ba+�bX� /�aX are 5�103 �RH=0%�
and 1.6�105 �RH=40%�. If we assume that �bX is at most
the same order of magnitude as �aX, then �ba /�aX 1. There-
fore, the O2�a 1�g� state is a bottleneck.

Based on the rate constants from Ref. 42 and discussion
above, we estimate �AbX+Aba� /�ba�2�10−4 for wet or dry
air. If in Eq. �8�, we assign �21=�ba and �ba=�21, then �ba�ba

is very nearly unity, and thus �ba�1 /�ba. We have shown
that the only important relaxation rate influencing the excited
state population of O2 in our experiment corresponds to
water-vapor-mediated relaxation from O2�b 1�g

+� to
O2�a 1�g�. We specify a single rate constant �PA that repre-
sents an average for all the energy-transfer pathways that
lead to the PA signal. Since the relaxation rates to the ground
state are negligible, we treat the energy transfer effectively as
a two-level system with an energy difference hc�̃ba and an
efficiency � as in Eq. �8�. In this limiting case, the remainder
of the absorbed laser energy becomes trapped in the a-state
because the lifetime of this state is long compared to the
period of the acoustic cycle. As a consequence, at most only
a fraction �= �̃ba / �̃bX�0.399 of the absorbed laser energy
contributes to the PA signal.

The definition of � developed above assumes that the
photon energy is hc�̃bX. In reality the photon energy hc�̃las

depends on the specific transition being probed. To take this
into account, we assume that the energy cascade is a three-
step process: �1� rapid thermalization of the rotational energy
in the b-state, �2� slow collisional relaxation to v=0 of the
a-state, and then �3� rapid thermalization of the rotational
energy in the a-state. In the fully quenched limit, all of these
rates are fast compared to the acoustic cycle. The absorbed
energy that contributes to the PA signal is

EPA = n�hc�̃las − �Ef − Ei� , �25�

where Ei=n�EX is the initial energy of O2 in the ground
state and �EX is the average thermal energy above the
X 3�g

−�v=0� state. Ef is the sum of the energy of the nonex-
cited �ground state� O2 and the energy of the O2 a-state after
the three-step cascade,

Ef = �n − n���EX + n���Ea + hcṽaX� , �26�

where �Ea is the average thermal energy above the
a 1�g�v=0� state. Since the thermalization of the rotational
energies is rapid and complete, we make the further assump-
tion that �Ea= �EX. If we define the efficiency as

� =
EPA

n�hc�̃las

=
�̃las − �̃aX

�̃las

, �27�

then � is approximately �̃ba / �̃bX when �̃las� �̃bX. For the tran-
sitions probed here �see Table II�, �, given by Eq. �27�, is
within 0.5% of 0.399. We note that for very high-J transi-
tions, the value of � can change substantially �e.g., for
PQ�61�, ��0.383�.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Measurements on laboratory air

We probed static samples of laboratory air at atmo-
spheric pressure, temperature, and relative humidity condi-
tions �RH�40%� to measure KS1 for the S1 PAS mode. The
results are given in Table III. We scanned over the PP�9�
16O2 transition 25 times, obtaining a mean value of KS1

=7.487 V cm W−1 with a relative standard deviation of
0.77%. Four spectra were averaged for each of the remaining
three transitions, with each average yielding an independent
measurement of KS1. Taken together, the deviations among
the four KS1 values are less than 0.2%. Although this spread
is nearly a factor of 4 smaller than the observed distribution
width for those based solely on the PP�9� transition, it may
not be statistically significant. Nevertheless, the inconsis-
tency among the independent determinations of KS1 is less
than 1%. We estimate a combined fractional uncertainty of
�0.01 in the determination of KS1 due to the precision and to
uncertainties in the measurements of pressure �0.0020�, tem-
perature �0.0003�, and efficiency �0.0030�. We also measured
KS2 for the S2 PAS mode; however, the precision for KS2

was three times larger than the precision for KS1 due to the
smaller signal. We estimate that the combined fractional un-
certainty for KS2 is �0.05. After accounting for the fre-
quency dependence of the microphone sensitivity, the mea-
sured variation in resonance width, and expected ratio of
overlap integrals, both sets of KS1 and KS2 measurements

TABLE III. Measured system constants KS1 based on Galatry fits to measured 16O2 spectra. The sample gas was
laboratory air at p=100.7 kPa, T=300 K, and RH=40%. The quantities, ��L,fit and ��L,exp, are the fitted and
expected Lorentzian widths �GHz�, respectively. The calculated peak absorption coefficient �0 is based on p
=101.325 kPa and T=296 K. KS1 is based on peak-to-peak power.

Transition No. of fitted spectra
KS1

�V cm W−1�
��L,fit

�GHz�
��L,exp

�GHz�
�0

�cm−1� Input data

PP�9� 25 7.487 2.924 2.966 2.68�10−4 Single scan
PQ�9� 1 7.483 2.947 2.969 2.35�10−4 Average of four scans
PP�11� 1 7.492 2.839 2.867 2.46�10−4 Average of four scans
PQ�11� 1 7.461 2.849 2.868 2.21�10−4 Average of four scans
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differed by less than �4%, which was within the combined
uncertainties.

Typical measured spectra, Galatry fits to the data, and fit
residuals for the PP�9� transition at p=100.6 and 38.7 kPa
are shown in Fig. 9. The measured spectra exhibit the ex-
pected pressure-dependent width and conform well to the
Galatry profile line shape. We also investigated instrumental
effects on line shape by floating the Lorentzian width param-
eter in the fitting procedure. The fitted Lorentzian widths of
the measured PA spectra were proportional to pressure and in
good agreement with published values, although they were
consistently smaller than the latter by 0.65%–1.4%. We ob-
served a slow drift in the laser frequency �in the direction of
the laser tuning� as the laser was step scanned over the ab-
sorption feature, which may account for the small disparity
between measured and published linewidths.

Our spectrally resolved measurements illustrate that
intensity-modulated PAS �IM-PAS� of isolated transitions
yields the absorption line shape with minimal instrumental
distortion. Schilt and Thévenaz31 qualitatively compared IM-
PAS spectra to those acquired using wavelength-modulation
PAS �WM-PAS�. They showed that IM-PAS reproduced
qualitatively the absorption spectrum, whereas WM-PAS re-
sembles a derivative of the spectrum. However, their IM-
PAS method, which was based on current modulation of a
distributed feedback diode laser, was subject to residual
wavelength modulation. Measured spectra based on
wavelength-modulation techniques depend on derivatives of
the line shape as well as details of the laser modulation.43,44

Unlike the present approach based on IM-PAS, these com-
plications of WM-PAS preclude the direct measurement of
intrinsic line shapes.

B. Measurements of water-mediated relaxation effects

In order to quantify variation in the PAS efficiency with
water vapor concentration, we probed the peak of the O2

A-band PP�9� transition at atmospheric pressure conditions
using the S1 PAS mode. The water vapor molar fraction was
varied in the range of 3�10−4–3�10−2 �RH�1%–90%�. It
was necessary to account for slight changes in the PAS reso-
nance frequency �caused by variation in the gas composition�
by measuring fS1 at each condition as described above. The
experimental results are shown in Fig. 10 and reveal a strong
dependence of PA signal strength on water vapor molar frac-
tion. Lowering the water vapor concentration by two decades
relative to the 90% relative humidity condition reduced the
efficiency by more than an order of magnitude. We also mea-
sured static samples of nominally pure O2 �at p=110 kPa�
for which we observed weaker PA signals than in humidified
air. In this case, the magnitude of the PAS response may have
been influenced by residual water vapor.

The solid line in Fig. 10 gives the calculated efficiency
curve obtained by least-squares fit of Eq. �8� to the experi-
mental data. Using the values given above for the spontane-
ous emission coefficients, neglecting relaxation to the ground
state, and assigning �21=�PA, we obtain �PA /nw=2.11
�10−13 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 for the relaxation rate constant
for the reaction O2�b 1�g

+ , v=0�+H2O→O2�a 1�g , v=0�
+H2O�+�E�. This rate constant is approximately 30 times
smaller than the literature value for �ba of 5.9
�10−12 cm3 molecule−1 s−1 �Ref. 42� for the reaction
O2�b 1�g

+�+H2O→O2+H2O. We attribute the difference to
additional vibration to rotation-translation �V-RT� relaxation
necessary for PA detection. The additional relaxation is re-
quired to convert the excited-state vibrational energy of the
collision partner �water vapor� to heat, as depicted in Fig. 8.
In the limit of high water vapor concentration, the measured
efficiency reaches an asymptotic value. This measured as-
ymptote is consistent with the O2 energy-gap ratio �̃ba / �̃bX

�0.4. Importantly, we note that at room temperature and
typical relative humidity conditions �RH=40%�, the effi-
ciency function is within 1.2% of its asymptotic value, indi-
cating that laboratory air is suitable as a sample gas for cali-

FIG. 9. �Color online� Absorption spectra of PP�9� O2 A-band transition at
two pressures probed by excitation of the S1 PAS mode. The top panel
shows measurements �symbols� and respective fits �lines� of Galatry pro-
files, and the bottom panel gives the fit residuals. The peak signal-to-noise
ratios are 486:1 and 122:1 for the high and low pressure cases, respectively.

FIG. 10. �Color online� Measured and modeled PAS efficiency �S1 mode� as
a function of water vapor molar fraction for PP�9� O2 A-band transition. The
solid line is a fit of Eq. �8� from which we obtained the rate constant
�PA /nw=1.97�10−13 cm3 molecule−1 s−1. The time constant �PA ranges
from 1 ms to 6.8 �s over the experimental range of xw. �40% RH at 20 °C
corresponds to xw�0.02.�
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brating PAS systems in terms of the O2 A-band lines
presented here.

C. Measurement validation and comparison
to theoretical calculations

As a check on our system constant measurements based
on the O2 A-band spectra, we also investigated the S1 mode
PAS system response by probing the �3001�← �0001� R16e
CO2 transition occurring at �̃0=6359.967 cm−1 �see Ref. 45
for notation�. This transition has a line intensity at 296 K
equal to 1.74�10−23 cm molecule−1.9 The sample gas was
pure CO2, humidified with the saturator-based dilution sys-
tem described above. All experimental components were the
same as described above, except for the ECDL and power
meter which were required for measurements in this wave-
length region. These experiments indicated that the V-RT
relaxation effects for the CO2 system are efficient with rela-
tively small amounts of added water vapor. Moreover, the
asymptotic PAS conversion efficiency � approached unity.
This should be compared to the rate-limited relaxation be-
havior observed for the O2 A-band spectra which gave �
�0.4. We estimate the combined fractional uncertainty of
�0.05 in the determination of KS1 with CO2 due to the pre-
cision �0.01�, window fouling �0.0400�, efficiency �0.0030�,
modulation �0.0200�, and to uncertainties in the measure-
ments of pressure �0.0020� and temperature �0.0002�.

Finally, we present in Table IV a summary of the calcu-
lated and measured cell constants in laboratory air �S1 and
S2 modes� and in CO2 �S1 mode�. The calculated values are
based on the foregoing model of the acoustic resonator, sys-
tem dimensions, and fluid properties. The measured values
are derived directly from the PA signal, tabulated spectro-
scopic parameters, and measured microphone sensitivity. The
measured and modeled cell constants for the S1 mode in
laboratory air differ by only 1%. For all three cases together,
the measurements and calculations agree with a relative stan-
dard deviation of 0.035.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we demonstrated that the calculated and
measured cell constant of our standard PA spectrometer dif-
fer by about 1%, provided that all relevant relaxation mecha-
nisms are properly taken into account. We note two attractive
aspects of our PA cell which make it amenable to modeling.
First, the system has a high degree of axial symmetry, with
planar windows and no baffles, and second, the inlet and exit
tubes are relatively small and located near nodal planes, thus
promoting turbulent mixing of the gases and minimizing

their impact on the cell constant. These and other design
simplifications make it possible to accurately calculate the
cell constant from first principles. Moreover, we derived a
modular solution for the PA wave functions that allows for
small modifications of the microphone design to be easily
taken into account. We have shown how the specific proper-
ties of the microphone �which is the most likely system com-
ponent to be modified� affect the cell constant in a predict-
able way. The ability to accurately predict the PA cell
constant �combined with an accurate calibration of the mi-
crophone sensitivity� will be useful for measuring the ab-
sorption coefficient in unknown samples. This should be true
for aerosols where relaxation effects are often unimportant
and where system calibrations using standard particles tend
to be confounded by uncertainty in particle absorption cross
section and/or number density. We have also shown that the
PAS response can be conveniently calibrated in terms of the
O2 A-band spectroscopic parameters using samples of air at
room temperature, pressure, and humidity conditions. We
demonstrated that for PAS of the O2 A-band, the conversion
efficiency of absorbed photon energy to acoustic energy is at
most 40% and strongly dependent on water vapor concentra-
tion. When calibrating in terms of A-band spectra, failure to
account for this factor leads to large systematic errors in
determination of the PAS system constant. We believe that
the calibration technique discussed here is an attractive and
convenient alternative to other approaches that may involve
hazardous compounds, difficult sample preparation, difficult-
to-access spectral regions, or species with uncertain absorp-
tion cross sections.
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